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Incorrect Visualization

https://accidental-art.tumblr.com/
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Incorrect Visualizations

People assume that visualizations properly encode their data 

…if we violate that assumption, we can do anything we want.
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“Do not f*ck with graphic designers” – Robert Palmer
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Illegible Visualizations

People will get lost in the details or overwhelmed by complexity 

…if we make things intentionally complex people then people may 
just assume we know what we’re talking about or will be too dazed 
to check too closely.
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Lie: 
“No, officer, I wasn’t speeding” 
(you know the truth, but intentionally say 
something you know is untrue) 

Bullshit: 
“The party was lame anyways, it’s good I 
wasn’t invited” 
(you don’t know or don’t care about the 
truth, but intentionally say something you 
hope is persuasive) 

Bullshit Visualization







Bullshit Visualizations

You can just make stuff up with no connection to reality 

…show stuff that looks like data but isn’t 
…assume a conclusion and pretend it’s true 
…or give people data they can’t do anything with
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“Each state has been rated from 
one to 50: the higher the score, 
the smaller the proportion of STIs. 
So on the map - the darker the 
color, the smaller the rate of STIs.”
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Unconventional Visualizations

People have tacit conventions on how they interpret charts (around 
colors, axes, shapes, directionality, …) 

…if you violate those conventions, you can catch people off guard.



Deceptive Visualization Wrap-Up

Ways to mislead: 
Breaking assumptions, expectations, conventions, drowning people 
in details… or just making stuff up. 

Context matters: 
Not every chart that breaks a design “rule” is misleading 
Not every chart that follows the design ”rules” is truthful
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Design two static visualizations for a dataset: 
1. An earnest visualization that faithfully conveys the data 
2. A deceptive visualization that tries to mislead viewers 

Your two visualizations may address different questions. 

Try to design a deceptive visualization that appears to be 
earnest: can you trick your classmates and course staff? 

You are free to choose your own dataset, but we have also 
provided some preselected datasets for you. 

Submit two images and a brief write-up on Gradescope. 

Due by Mon 4/15 11:59pm.

A2: Deceptive Visualization


